Consumer Packaged
Goods
Creating Memorable Moments
Across the Consumer Journey

CPG companies are challenged by the need to balance traditional retail and wholesale channels with the
need to go direct to consumer and drive more sales online. HGS’s consumer engagement solutions increase
consumer satisfaction and build brand loyalty by driving effortless and memorable moments across the entire
consumer journey.
Building Solutions to Focus on the Experience throughout the CPG Journey
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HGS helps CPG companies develop a full lifecycle view of the evolving consumer experience from brand
awareness to post-purchase interactions to provide more customized support and offerings.
• Hands-on product labs and test kitchens give our agents a practical understanding of how consumers
use brands.
• A proven process for adverse event management and recalls allows us to quickly ramp hundreds of
agents while adhering to regulatory documentation requirements.
• Our Compliments and Complaints management services include handling “Office of the President”
correspondence as well as evaluating, decisioning and distributing coupons and incentives.
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HGS CPG services include:
• Customer service and retention
• Product care line support
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“Consumers develop strong relationships with our brands. HGS is helping us understand how those
relationships are formed and how they can be nurtured. We’ve outsourced the care line before, but
never found a supplier that shared our vision or our determination to extend the art of the possible.
HGS not only understands our vision, but has creative ideas about how we can make it real.”
Global Consumer Engagement Director,
Leading CPG Company
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Our Tangible, Measurable Results
HGS brings end-to-end CPG expertise to address all stages of the consumer journey:
Consideration
• For a leading paint manufacturer, HGS increased brand visibility by improving website traffic
by 500%.
Buy, Order or Subscribe
• HGS helped process $6 million in revenue annually for an international fitness leader–
from more than 45,000 orders.
Bill or Invoice
• HGS handled 3,100 social media contacts per month, in support of a CPG company’s
storefront sales.
Use & Support
• For a multinational food products corporation, HGS provided WhatsApp digital support for
60% of customer transactions.
Warranty or Returns
• For a major consumer products client, we saved 62% of costs related to damage claims.
Review or Enroll in a Loyalty Program
• We support the 24 brands of an international beauty products leader, with an array of social
media platforms.

About HGS
A global leader in business process management (BPM) and optimizing the customer experience lifecycle, HGS is helping make its
clients more competitive every day. HGS combines technology-powered services in automation, analytics and digital with domain
expertise focusing on back office processing, contact centers and HRO solutions to deliver transformational impact to clients.
Visit www.teamhgs.com to learn how HGS can help make your business more competitive.
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